Stacy Poitras and Alison Eastwood’s recent venture is Foster Fur Kids, a website that pairs shelter animals with someone who
will foster after they choose what kind of animal / breed and for how long, while receiving funds for vets, supplies and mileage,
before the pets find their forever homes.

An Art That Fosters
Love and Hope
When he’s not holding a chain saw and she’s not directing a film,
Stacy Poitras and Alison Eastwood rescue animals.
BY MELONIE MAGRUDER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DEVON MEYERS

S

tacy Poitras was in the midst of chores when MTM spoke with him,
which at that point meant cleaning out rat cages. The chain saw artist
and actor/director wife, Alison Eastwood, have devoted much of their
’70s-era property over to their mutual passion: rescuing animals and
then making sure they find loving homes.
“I was never really a rat person before,” Poitras said. “But after I got together
with my wife, I learned to like them. She got into them because her dad [another
famous actor/director named Eastwood] was allergic to dogs and cats. So we
rescue rats, too. They all have their own names and personalities.”
You might have seen Poitras practicing his unique brand of artistry along Kanan
Dume Road. He’s been on the side of the road, off and on, since 1998, chain-sawing
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“My art is my living, but my
passion is the same as Alison’s.
We love to help innocent
animals who can’t help
themselves. So we take them
off death row, get them healthy
and foster or adopt them out.”
—Stacy Poitras
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huge tree stumps into images of local wildlife—red-tailed hawks, bears and owls. The
benefits of his open-air roadside studio were manifold. He could make a lot of noise
in an isolated location and clients regularly drove past to check out his latest work.
Eastwood also drove past and liked what she saw. (“He has some nice guns,”
she said. “Chain saws require muscle.”) They talked. Three years ago, they got
married at Saddlepeak Lodge.

P

oitras’ medium of choice was not always the testosterone-packed power tool
that has inspired infinite horror movies. He studied painting at the School
of the Museum of Fine Arts at Tufts in Boston. But he saw someone carving on
his way to school one day and felt the buzz. He has made his living since then as a
chain saw sculptor.
“My art is my living, but my passion is the same as Alison’s,” he said. “We love
to help innocent animals who can’t help themselves. So we take them off death
row [away from ‘kill’ shelters], get them healthy and foster or adopt them out.”
Their passion led to the nonprofit Eastwood Ranch Foundation, which
channels homeless pets to new families, and to a new venture, Foster Fur Kids, a
website that connects pets-in-need with foster parents.
“Basically, we’ve set up a nationwide database, sort of like match.com,” Eastwood
said. “It pairs shelter animals with someone who can foster them. You can pick what
kind of animal, even what breed you want to foster and for how long you can foster. And
we pay you for vets, supplies and mileage. The idea is to get as many people involved as
possible so that we can save as many animals as possible.”

Above left: There is
a daily howl at the
Eastwood/Poitras
home.
Above: They call
this “the log cabin
room” and it’s
where Poitras
and Eastwood
(and the animals)
spend most of
their time. The
couple prefers their
house “homey”
to fashionable as
the animals are
part of the family
throughout the
house.
Left: The ’70s-era
house provides an
expansive view.
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Eastwood and Poitras live with three
dogs, three cats, two rats and two rabbits,
in addition to fostering other animals on
their way to forever homes. They founded
Eastwood Ranch Foundation and Foster
Fur Kids to find foster homes while saving
as many animals as they can.
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Poitras’ unique art of chain-sawing tree stumps into animals can be found
along Kanan Road and in other parts of Malibu.

F

our-legged creatures aren’t Eastwood’s only focus. She just
completed directing her second feature film, “Battlecreek,”
which made its world premiere at the Santa Barbara Film Festival
in February. She is already working on her third film and has plenty
of television under her belt, including guest appearances on her husband’s
Country Music Television network series, “Chainsaw Gang,” which generally
featured burly dudes attacking logs at Poitras’ Deadwood Tree Sculptures
studio in Malibu and chain saws bursting spontaneously into flames.
“My favorite room is what I call our log cabin room,” he said. “It’s where
we spend most of our time, with a fireplace and the TV, and the library
and great double doors looking out on that Da Vinci background.”
Eastwood said the fact that they live with three dogs, three
cats, two rats and two rabbits means that by necessity their home
is more on the homey side, rather than the fashionable.
“You don’t really want your cats sharpening their claws on a
$12,000 leather couch,” she said.
They said their favorite way to experience Malibu is by taking a
long drive up Pacific Coast Highway.
“We drive slowly from Topanga all the way up to Zuma, then
drive back,” Poitras said, “maybe stop at Nobu.”
Or they’ll take their dogs to walk on Malibu Road Beach (“Even
though we’re not supposed to,” Eastwood said). Or they’ll ride their
horses around Saddlerock and up the trailheads off Kanan Dume.
Then they’ll stop in at Taverna Tony’s or Duck Dive.
They still drive past Poitras’ old carving sites.
“I mean, how do you get a girl like Alison Eastwood?” he asked.
“You just stand on the side of the road and wait.” n
Instagram: @eastwoodranch; Twitter: @eastwood_ranch;
fosterfurkids.com; eastwoodranch.org ; stacypoitras.com;
lachainsawing.com
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